FINDING AID FOR

Techwood-Clark Howell Homes and Centennial Place records

2014.0002
Techwood-Clark Howell Homes and Centennial Place records. -- 1930s-2011 and undated. -- 10 Cubic feet (20 boxes)

Scope and Content
The collection consists of project records, tenant association records, publications, photographs, and artifacts of Techwood and Clark Howell Homes, and its redevelopment as Centennial Place. Techwood Clark Howell Homes was a site of training for First Aid war workers. In 1943, Atlanta Housing signed an agreement with the War Housing Center, the National Housing Agency, and the Federal Public Housing Authority that permitted migrate war-workers to be placed in Techwood and Clark Howell Home units. Certain items within the collection document active community participation during the Second World War. The publication The Techwood News Vol. 3 No. 8 in November 4, 1942 contains the article "Moonlit Blackout," which describes the regular surprise blackouts that were held at Techwood and Clark Howell Homes. The collection also contains a notecard the tenant association delivered to the men in armed forces, circa 1940s.

HISTORICAL NOTE:
In 1941, Atlanta Housing's third annual report demonstrated the dire conditions precipitating the completion of low rent public housing. These areas were infested with a large percentage of the city's crime, disease, deaths, and substandard living conditions: "4 out of 5 [houses] lacked either an inside bath or running water or both. It was common to find a whole family living in a single shabby, filthy room." Houses were stacked and leaning against each other, in need of repairs and infested with vermin. Victims of tuberculosis reached a startling 69 percent. It was reported that as much as a third of Atlanta's population lived in the slums. Techwood Homes (Project number Ga. 6-9) consisting of 571 family units was located at 114 Merritts Avenue NW and 430 Techwood Drive NW. Techwood Homes with its companion public housing project, University Homes were the first federally-funded public housing projects in the United States. Techwood Homes was created to house white tenants, and was constructed over the former "Tech Flats" area of Atlanta, across from Georgia Tech. University Homes was created for African American tenants. Construction for the Techwood housing project began in September 1934 and was completed in September 1936 by the U.S. Public Works Administration.

On March 22, 1939, the first parcel of land was acquired for the new Clark Howell Homes, the second housing project to be completed by Atlanta Housing (Project number Ga. 6-1). The Clark Howell Homes was part of the Low Rent Housing Program and were created under the Housing Act of 1937. They were located adjacent from Techwood Homes. Construction for the Clark Howell Homes began in fall of 1939 and was completed November 5, 1940. It was located in District 2, and contained 630 units on 34.9 acres.

Clark Howell Homes was named in honor of Clark Howell, Sr. Clark Howell, Sr. was an Atlanta businessmen and president of the Atlanta Constitution, having succeeded his father Evan P. Howell as its President and editor-in-chief upon his death in 1897, although he had come to work for his father's newspaper in 1884. Previous to working for his father, he had been a journalist for The New York Times and the Philadelphia Press. In addition to being a formidable journalist, Clark Howell, Sr. was equally recognized as a public servant. He did much to aid Charles F. Palmer, Atlanta Housing's first Chairman, in the establishment of Atlanta's first housing projects, and became known as the "father of housing projects in Atlanta." Clark Howell Sr. was initially approached about slum clearance by Charles Palmer. Having begun his housing career in real estate, Palmer found it one thing to promote and finance commercial buildings on downtown sites, but quite another to promote, finance, and rebuild over nine blocks of the worst slums in the city and replace them with decent and safe homes. He knew he had to address what he described as the immediate problem, namely "to develop a packaged program" that required promotion and influential help from a cross section of leaders who would understand the long-range benefits to the community.

In order to build this group of leaders, Palmer formed a Board of Trustees for Techwood, Inc. Its members "must represent the views of capital, labor, local government, the press, and the social-service agencies." The man, Palmer stated, "Whose help would mean most in organizing such a group was Clark Howell, Sr...a great
newspaperman and fearless fighter for honest journalism." Palmer credits Clark Howell Sr. as the person who would be instrumental in cutting through the red tape Palmer so often found himself faced with, and securing the federal funds to alleviate slum housing conditions in Atlanta during the 1930s. Clark Howell, Sr. remained a proponent of public housing and the publisher of the Atlanta Constitution until his death on November 14, 1936. His son, Major Clark Howell, Jr. took over as publisher of the Atlanta Constitution, succeeding to his father's interest in housing also.

Centennial Place was the redevelopment of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes. The Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization initiative program began in 1994 and was completed in 1998. The revitalization was partially funded by a federal grant awarded under the HOPE VI Program. 1150 units were impacted by the Techwood-Clark Howell revitalization. The program emphasized dispersed, mixed income developments integrated within the broader community.

SOURCES:
Atlanta Housing Scrapbooks. Volume I, 1938-1940. Organizational records-Scrapbooks. (Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta Housing Archives, The Housing Authority of the City of Atlanta.)

"Clark Howell Homes to Be Occupied by first of September." The Constitution, July 14, 1940.

"Homes, Health, and Happiness." AHA Third Annual Report, June 30, 1941. Organizational records-Policies Plans, Outlines, Reports. (Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta Housing Archives, The Housing Authority of the City of Atlanta.)


Restrictions
ACCESS RESTRICTIONS
Appointments are required when conducting research with this collection. Please contact the Archivist to make an appointment at AHAArchives@atlantahousing.org Atlanta Housing is required to legally review all records prior to admitting access to ensure they do not contain information that violates the privacy of its program’s participants.

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
It is the researcher's responsibility to obtain copyright permission. If the text or image or object in question is under copyright, permission to publish should be sought from the owners of the rights, typically the creator or the heirs to his estate. The Archivist may be able to assist in identifying the copyright holders.

INTENT TO PUBLISH
Reproduction or use fees may apply. In all cases, please use the appropriate credit line.

PREFERRED CITATION
Please use the following format when citing: "Item," Date of item creation. Collection, Series. (Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta Housing Archives, The Housing Authority of the City of Atlanta.)

Finding aid prepared by and described by Atlanta Housing Archives, Records & Information Management, Meredith E. Mitchem, Archivist.

Arrangement

The Project Records are divided into two subseries: 1. Development Records, which include the planning,
creation, and continuing development of the housing project and 2. Redevelopment records which include the transition, redevelopment, revitalization, and demolition of the former project.

**Other Codes**

2014.0002
Project Records. -- 1930s-2011 and undated

Development (of Techwood and Clark Howell Homes). -- 1930s-2001 and undated

Techwood Clark Howell Homes statistical and demographical data. -- 1964-1988. -- (1 page)

Techwood Homes historical background. -- 1970s-1980s. -- (8 pages)


Techwood Homes entry into the National Registry of Historic Places and Certificate. -- 1976-1981. -- (5 pages)

Techwood Homes Beautification Program. -- 1980. -- (22 pages)

Scope and Content
During the Techwood-Clark Howell, Coca-Cola, Georgia Tech Special Project, members of AHA partnered with the Coca-Cola company or "the Coca-Cola Club" and Georgia Tech with the purpose of making some changes "in both the attitude and image of tenants at Techwood-Clark Howell and the physical improvements in this project." Paul Robertson, President of the Coca-Cola Club, represented a group of Coca-Cola employees who were willing to assist the Atlanta Housing Authority as a community action group. Dr. Warner Heemann, Vice President of Georgia Tech, offered the assistance of Georgia Tech's Students to assist in the neighborhood effort. Georgia Power also contributed to this program.

Background on Techwood-Clark Howell Comprehensive Modernization Program. -- Sept. 29, 1981. -- (1 page)

Tenant handbooks. -- May 1984 and undated

Techwood-Clark Howell Homes tenant handbook. -- May 1984. -- (7 pages)

Techwood-Clark Howell Homes tenant handbook. -- undated. -- (15 pages)

Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: Good Neighbor Project. -- 1987. -- (5 pages)
2014.0002.1.1.9 Transcript of an interview conducted with Preston Stevens, the architect of Techwood Homes. -- July 1, 1989. -- (28 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00242

Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00243

2014.0002.1.1.11 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: Urban Revitalization Demonstration Implementation Grant Application. -- May 26, 1993. -- (93 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00244

2014.0002.1.1.12 Biographical information for Clark Howell. -- undated. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_doc_02707

2014.0002.1.1.13 Techwood Homes pamphlet for the Techwood Teen Enrichment Club (T-TEC). -- undated. -- (6 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00246

2014.0002.1.1.14 Anniversaries

Other Codes
TECH_2013_doc_02767

2014.0002.1.1.14.2 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary planning correspondence and documents. -- 1986. -- (4 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00247

2014.0002.1.1.14.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary acknowledgement of services. -- 1986. -- (9 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00248

2014.0002.1.1.14.4 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary event program script. -- 1986. -- (8 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00249

2014.0002.1.1.14.5 Remarks made at the Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary by Sam Hider, Atlanta Housing Authority Executive Director. -- 1986. -- (7 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2017_doc_00250

2014.0002.1.1.14.6 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary invitation list. -- 1986

2014.0002.1.1.14.7 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary invitations, dignitaries. -- 1986
2014.0002.1.1.14.8 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary invitations, organizations. -- 1986

2014.0002.1.1.14.9 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th Anniversary invitations, housing authorities. -- 1986


2014.0002.1.1.14.12 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th anniversary thank you letters. -- 1986

2014.0002.1.1.14.13 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th anniversary "Techwood Homes Week" proclamation by Mayor Andrew Young. -- Aug. 11-15, 1986. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.1.1.14.15 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th anniversary souvenir booklet. -- 1986. -- (12 pages)

2014.0002.1.1.14.16 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes 50th anniversary, WSB radio editorial. -- 1986. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.1.1.14.17 Correspondence to the architects of Techwood Homes Steven & Wilkinson, Inc. (Formerly Burge & Stevens) regarding the 50th anniversary celebration of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes. -- 1986. -- (8 pages)

2014.0002.1.2 Redevelopment (from Techwood-Clark Howell Homes to Centennial Place). -- 1991-2004

2014.0002.1.2.1 Resident Initiatives at Techwood/Clark-Howell; Disposition of Public Housing Projects for Purposes of Redevelopment as Part of a Mixed Income New Community. -- Aug. 26, 1991


2014.0002.1.2.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Partial Disposition Request. -- July 30, 1992

2014.0002.1.2.4 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Partial Disposition Request (Revised). -- Nov. 9, 1992. -- (2 folders)

2014.0002.1.2.5 Techwood Park, Inc. records. -- 1992-1994. -- (163 pages)

Scope and Content
Techwood Park, Inc was a special purpose corporation created to develop a 200 acre tract of land for
use during the 1996 Olympic Games. Included as a part of the overall plan was the redevelopment of the Techwood-Clark Howell public housing community.
2014.0002.1.2.21 Techwood Homes Revised Revitalization Plan. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.22 Techwood redevelopment area partial demolition application with supporting documents. -- Mar. 3, 1995

2014.0002.1.2.23 Techwood-Clark Homes Demolition Ceremony. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.24 Techwood-Clark Homes demolition ceremony poster signed by Renée Lewis Glover. -- 1995. -- (Housed in oversize box with other collections)


2014.0002.1.2.26 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: Section 106 report. -- April 1995

2014.0002.1.2.27 Techwood-Clark Howell Urban Revitalization Tract Archaeological Potential and Historic Land Use. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.28 Tax Credit Application for Techwood-Clark Howell (Volumes I and 2). -- August 1, 1995. -- (4 folders)

2014.0002.1.2.29 Techwood-Clark Homes: Interlink Action Item Agenda, reports. -- 1995-1996

2014.0002.1.2.30 Correspondence with Albert Kahn and Schervish Vogel Collaborative re: Techwood revitalization. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.31 Techwood Group House Listing. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.32 Speeches presented at the partial demolition and redevelopment ceremony of Techwood-Clark Howell. -- May 12, 1995


2014.0002.1.2.34 D.H. Griffin Wrecking Co. Demolition and Remediation. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.35 HOPE VI Baseline Case Study. Techwood and Clark Howell. -- 1995

2014.0002.1.2.36 Correspondence with HUD re: Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Revitalization. -- 1995-1996. -- (2 Folders)

2014.0002.1.2.37 Correspondence with the National Park Service regarding Techwood Clark Howell Homes Revitalization. -- 1995-1996

2014.0002.1.2.38 Correspondence with the City of Atlanta re: Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Revitalization. -- 1995-1996

2014.0002.1.2.39 Correspondence with Integral re: Techwood-Clark Howell Revitalization. -- 1995-1996

2014.0002.1.2.40 Correspondence with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation re: Techwood-Clark Howell Revitalization. -- 1995-1996

2014.0002.1.2.41 Miscellaneous correspondence re: Techwood-Clark Howell revitalization. -- 1995-1998


2014.0002.1.2.44 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes funds and loan agreements. -- 1995-1997

2014.0002.1.2.45 Revitalization of the Techwood-Clark Howell Community Task Force meeting minutes. -- 1995-1998. -- (3 folders)

2014.0002.1.2.46 Correspondence with Georgia Historic Preservation Division re: Techwood-Clark Howell revitalization. -- 1995-1999


2014.0002.1.2.48 Cooperation agreement between AHA and the City of Atlanta. -- Feb. 21, 1996. -- (26 pages)

2014.0002.1.2.49 Techwood Clark Howell revitalization collaboration opportunity, correspondence from Renée Lewis Glover to Truett Cathy. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.50 Traffic Management Plan. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.51 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: 1996 Legislative Briefing Package. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.52 Centennial Place Site and Building Operations Reports. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.53 Hospitality Tent Memos. -- July 20, 1996


2014.0002.1.2.55 HOPE VI Urban Demonstraition Program. Community and Supportive Services (Year 2 and 3 Plans). Submitte by the Techwood-Clark Howell Task Force. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.56 Centennial Place groundbreaking. -- 1996

2014.0002.1.2.57 Centennial Place Phases I and II monthly reports. -- 1996-1997

2014.0002.1.2.58 Techwood-Clark Homes: Relocation Phase I, II, and III, AHA, map. -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.59 Centennial Place (PHA) Waiting List. -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.60 Fowler Elementary School Site Land Swap Agreement. -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.61 Centennial Place: Management and Leasing Documents. -- July 1997


2014.0002.1.2.63 Atlanta Housing Authority relocation process for Techwood-Clark Howell Community. -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.64 The Village at Techwood. Centennial Place Phase I-II. On-Site Development Progress Reports. -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.65 Intergovernmental agreement public improvements Centennial Place Phase II (Corrected Copy). -- 1997

2014.0002.1.2.66 Centennial Place Funding Summary. -- 1998

2014.0002.1.2.68 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes relocation and redevelopment. -- Mar. 19, 1998
2014.0002.1.2.69 Plans for the interior renovations of the cupola building at Techwood-Clark Howell. -- 1998
2014.0002.1.2.70 Development Proposal for Centennial Place - Phase III (Volumes I and II). -- 1998
2014.0002.1.2.71 Centennial Place public improvements and retail. -- 1998-2000
2014.0002.1.2.72 Centennial Place YMCA. -- 1998-2002
2014.0002.1.2.73 Phase IV Closing Binder. Acquisition, Development, and Financing of Centennial Place. -- 1999. -- (2 folders)
2014.0002.1.2.75 Centennial Place: Economic Impact of the Redevelopment. -- Sept. 2002
2014.0002.1.2.76 Centennial Place: Acquisition of Georgia Tech Foundation Inc. Property, legal documents, correspondence. -- 2003
2014.0002.1.2.77 Development Cost Analysis of Centennial Park North Townhouses. -- 2004
2014.0002.1.2.78 Revitalization Initiative. -- undated
2014.0002.1.2.79 Centennial Place Phase I-IV Housing Management Plan. -- undated
2014.0002.1.2.80 Program Phasing plan. -- undated
2014.0002.1.2.81 Centennial Place in the Village at Techwood floor plans. -- undated
2014.0002.1.2.82 Narrative / Centennial Place Elementary School. -- undated

2014.0002.2 Architectural Records. -- 1941-2011

2014.0002.2.1 Techwood and Clark Howell Homes site plans. -- 1941, 1962, and 1980. -- (2 pages)
Some items housed with other oversized collections at OS006.

Other Codes
TECH_2017_arch_00234

2014.0002.2.2 Historic American Buildings Survey Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Redevelopment Area with photographs with written historical and descriptive data and index to photographs. -- 1995. -- (10 folders) (759 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2016_doc_00133

2014.0002.2.3 Material Culture and Consumer Choices at Tech Flats: Archaeological and Historical Investigations of the Techwood-Clark Howell Urban Revitalization Tract, Atlanta, Georgia (with Appendices). -- 1998. -- (3 folders) (453 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2016_doc_00086

2014.0002.2.4 A Historical Inquiry into the Urban and Architectural Development of the Techwood-Clark Howell Homes locale, Atlanta, Georgia. -- 2011. -- (105 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2016_doc_00088

2014.0002.3 Tenant Association Records. -- 1940s-1993
2014.0002.3.1 Techwood-Clark Howell tenant association notecard to men in the armed forces. -- circa 1940s. -- (3 pages)

2014.0002.3.2 Techwood-Clark Howell Tenant's Association press release. -- June 10, 1981

2014.0002.3.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Resident Association and Management memorandum and correspondence. -- 1984-1996. -- (6 pages)

2014.0002.3.4 Techwood and Clark Howell Tenant's Association articles of incorporation. -- circa 1989

2014.0002.3.5 Techwood-Clark Howell Residents Management Corporation Technical Assistance Grant (TAG) grant application. -- 1991

2014.0002.3.6 Techwood-Clark Howell Residents Management Corporation, certificate of incorporation. -- 1991

2014.0002.3.7 Request for Proposals Document 91-007 Program Development and Development Services for the revitalization of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes to be received by AHA and the Techwood-Clark Howell Tenant Association. -- June 1991

2014.0002.3.8 Techwood-Clark Howell Tenant Association HUD awards and correspondence. -- 1991-1992

2014.0002.3.9 Techwood-Clark Howell resident management corporation budget and work plan. -- 1991-1993

2014.0002.3.10 Techwood-Clark Howell Planning Committee. -- 1994-1995

2014.0002.3.11 Techwood-Clark Howell Resident Association, files of Sylvia Walker. -- 1993. -- (2 folders)

2014.0002.3.12 Correspondence with Techwood-Clark Howell Resident Association re: Techwood revitalization. -- 1995-1996. -- (19 pages)

2014.0002.3.13 Community Center meeting regarding new management. -- 2000

2014.0002.4 Publications and Communications. -- 1939-2003

2014.0002.4.1 Atlanta Journal article - Construction of Clark Howell Homes. -- Feb. 12, 1939. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.2 Clark Howell Homes: Newspaper clippings. -- 1939-1940. -- (6 pages)

2014.0002.4.3 Clark Howell Homes: Newspaper pictorial. -- 1940. -- (2 pages)
2014.0002.4.4 Clark Howell Homes: Atlanta Journal Constitution feature article. -- Dec. 1, 1940. -- (4 pages) (Housed in oversize box with other collections)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_doc_02737

2014.0002.4.5 The Techwood News Vol. 3 No. 8. -- Nov. 4, 1942. -- (8 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00048

2014.0002.4.6 Newsclippings. -- 1961-1998

2014.0002.4.6.1 "Elderly Housing Project Okayed." Palmer Homes and Techwood Homes newsclipping. -- Dec. 1, 1961. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00241

2014.0002.4.6.2 "Two Faces of Techwood Homes." Techwood Homes newsclipping. -- Oct. 27, 1974. -- (2 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00242

2014.0002.4.6.3 "Rising costs may kill AHA heating plans." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- May 2, 1979. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00243

2014.0002.4.6.4 "Inspectors find few changes in AHA projects." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Nov. 7, 1980. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00244

2014.0002.4.6.5 "Developer still for plan to sell housing projects." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- circa Nov. 1980. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00245

2014.0002.4.6.6 "Idea of selling Techwood put aside for now." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Dec. 3, 1980. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00246

2014.0002.4.6.7 "A Solution on the Shelf." Techwood-Clark Howell newsclipping. -- Dec. 7, 1980. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00247

2014.0002.4.6.8 "Repairs begin at projects." Techwood-Clark Howell newsclipping. -- Nov. 4, 1981. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00248

2014.0002.4.6.9 "Sell Techwood Homes." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Dec. 15, 1981. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00249
2014.0002.4.6.10 "Techwood Homes observes 50th anniversary Monday." Techwood Homes newsclipping. -- Aug. 05, 1986. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.11 "Techwood Homes begins week of celebration." Techwood Homes newsclipping. -- Aug. 10, 1986. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.14 "Techwood center: A spiritual oasis." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- May 12, 1990. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.15 "FDR's Georgia ties paved way for first housing project." Techwood Homes newsclipping. -- Mar. 17, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.17 "Standing up to olympic giants." Techwood-Clarkhowell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 4, 1991. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.18 "Using Olympics to help public housing tenants." Techwood-Clark Howell newsclipping. -- Apr. 4, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.21 "Mayor opposes razing Techwood Homes." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 6, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00261

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00262

2014.0002.4.6.23 "Techwood, Olympic leaders meet today." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 8, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00263

2014.0002.4.6.24 "A City Hall Summit on Techwood." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclippings. -- Apr. 9, 1991. -- (3 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00264

2014.0002.4.6.25 "Techwood plan will tell if this is Olympic city." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 10, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00265

2014.0002.4.6.26 "City's top officials hold fate of Techwood Homes." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 11, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00266

2014.0002.4.6.27 "The chance to change Techwood." The Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 11, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00267

2014.0002.4.6.28 "PACE officers: Police begin foot patrol in housing projects." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 11, 1991. -- (2 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00268

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00269

2014.0002.4.6.30 "Do Techwood tenants a favor; raze it and rebuild." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 14, 1991. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00270

2014.0002.4.6.31 "Residents say Atlanta should improve Techwood, not raze it." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 15, 1991
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00272
2014.0002.4.6.32 Letters to the Editor: "Public-housing tenants can create opportunities" and "Save Techwood Homes; Give tenants support." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclippings. -- Apr. 17, 1991. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.33 "Techwood foot patrols switch to night hours." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 18, 1991

2014.0002.4.6.34 "Panel kicks off study of Techwood Homes." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 20, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.36 "Housing Director Hopes to Capitalize on Olympics." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 21, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.38 "Kemp pledges role on Techwood Homes." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 23, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.43 "Teams compete to map future of Techwood." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- July 6, 1991. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.44 "AHA unanimously chooses team to create master plan for Techwood." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- July 19, 1991. -- (2 pages)

2014.0002.4.6.45 "City's fairness is issue in Techwood vote." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Sept. 29, 1991. -- (1 page)


2014.0002.4.6.47 "AHA rejects bid for new Techwood development plan." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 8, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.48 "Jackson claims progress in city's neighborhoods." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes and Vine City newsclipping. -- Apr. 8, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.49 "Officials squabble about best way to hold Olympics." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 9, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.50 "Techwood plan now rests in hands of housing chief." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 10, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.51 "Techwood stories go beyond death, drugs." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 11, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.52 "Games plan on target, AHA says." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 11, 1992. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.6.53 "Techwood and the Olympics." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Apr. 12, 1992. -- (2 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00306

2014.0002.4.6.66 "Mayor executives getting together on Olympic plans." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Oct. 8, 1992. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00307

2014.0002.4.6.67 "School board OKs Techwood plan." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Nov. 24, 1992. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00308

2014.0002.4.6.68 "Regents to meet with public housing residents." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Jan. 19, 1993. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00309

2014.0002.4.6.69 "CODA president stepping down for new Games job." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- May 11, 1993. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00310

2014.0002.4.6.70 "Fierce resistance to Techwood plan." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- May 11, 1993. -- (2 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00311

2014.0002.4.6.71 "AHA firm on Techwood plan: Opponents start 'war chest' to fight relocation proposal." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- May 12, 1993. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00312

2014.0002.4.6.72 "Regents, AHA announce sale of 4-acre tract." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Aug. 11, 1993. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00313

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00314

2014.0002.4.6.74 "Public notice to residents of Public Housing..." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- Oct. 19, 1995. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00315

2014.0002.4.6.75 "Redevelopment effort around park gaining momentum." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- June 13, 1996. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00316
2014.0002.4.6.76 "Experts eye post-Games downtown, housing, parks." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- June 22, 1996. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00317

2014.0002.4.6.77 "Elizabeth Turner knows it firsthand: 'You can get off welfare,'" Techwood-Clark Howell Homes newsclipping. -- July 18, 1996. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00318

2014.0002.4.6.78 "Housing Drawing the line at the poorest of the poor..." Techwood-Clark Howell Homes and Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Feb. 15, 1998. -- (2 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00320

2014.0002.4.6.79 "The Atlanta Housing Authority, which has set standards for its residents has become a national leader in developing attractive new mixed-income communities." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Feb. 16, 1998. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00319

2014.0002.4.6.80 "A makeover lures people of all incomes." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- June 4, 1998. -- (5 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00321

2014.0002.4.7 Techwood Homes featured in "Legislative history in the United States Housing Act of 1937 traced through 25 years", the Journal of Housing, No. 8. -- Oct. 15, 1962. -- (84 pages)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00230

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00044

2014.0002.4.9 Techwood-Clark Howell Planning Committee Journal: "One Voice...One Community". -- 1992-1994
Scope and Content
Published weekly for residents of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes.

2014.0002.4.9.1 Techwood-Clark Howell Planning Committee Journal. Volume 1 Number 1. -- May 1992. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00051

2014.0002.4.9.2 Techwood-Clark Howell Planning Committee Journal. Volume 1 Number 2. -- May 1992. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00052

2014.0002.4.9.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Planning Committee Ground Rules. -- May 4-16, 1992. -- (1 page)
Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00053

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00076


Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00077


Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00078

2014.0002.4.10 Techwood-Clark Howell Newsletter. -- 1993. -- (1 page)

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00045

2014.0002.4.11 From the New Deal to the New Covenant: Revitalization Efforts Underway in Techwood-Clark Howell. -- 1995. -- (2 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00047

2014.0002.4.12 Channel 11 Techwood Story. -- Mar. 11, 1996


Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00232

2014.0002.4.14 "A Myth We Missed." Common Focus (with response). -- Summer 1996. -- (9 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00046

2014.0002.4.15 Marketing and communications engagement strategy. -- 1996

2014.0002.4.16 Olympic Glory: The Revitalization of Atlanta's Techwood Community. -- Spring 1998. -- (165 pages)

Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00233


Other Codes
TECH_2018_doc_00234

2014.0002.4.18 Newsclippings. -- 2000 and undated

2014.0002.4.18.1 "HUD chief visits new housing." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Feb. 29, 2000. -- (1 page)

Other Codes
CENT_2018_doc_00235

2014.0002.4.18.2 "Changing the Neighborhood: HOPE VI dollars transformed an isolated ghetto in Atlanta into a mixed-income residential neighborhood. Could it work here?" Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Apr. 2, 2000. -- (2 pages)
2014.0002.4.18.3 "Grocery giants trying smaller stores in desirable locations." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Apr. 4, 2000. -- (2 pages)

2014.0002.4.18.4 "Downtown Atlanta gets boost." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Apr. 27, 2000. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.4.18.5 "A grass-roots plan to revive inner cities." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- Oct. 23, 2000. -- (2 pages)

2014.0002.4.18.6 "Old image shed, Centennial Place offers more positive way of life." Centennial Place newsclipping. -- undated. -- (1 page)

2014.0002.5 Photographs. -- 1935-2003 and undated

2014.0002.5.1 Clark Howell Homes Photographs

2014.0002.5.1.1 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes slum clearance. -- 1939. -- (10 still images)

2014.0002.5.1.2 Photographs of sports at Clark Howell Homes and documentation. -- 1939-1949

2014.0002.5.1.3 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes construction. -- 1940. -- (10 still images)

2014.0002.5.1.4 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes opening day. -- 1940. -- (12 still images)

2014.0002.5.1.5 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes community life and buildings. -- 1940. -- (3 still images)

2014.0002.5.1.6 Photograph of Clark Howell Homes, street view. -- 1940. -- (1 still image)
2014.0002.5.1.8 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes street views. -- 1940s-1980s. -- (6 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02741; CLAR_2013_img_02742; CLAR_2013_img_02743; CLAR_2013_img_02744; CLAR_2013_img_02745; CLAR_2013_img_02746

2014.0002.5.1.9 CD of Photographs of Clark Howell Homes and Centennial Place. -- 1940s-1990s. -- CD of Photographs

2014.0002.5.1.10 Clark Howell Homes street views. -- 1959-1966. -- (9 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02747; CLAR_2013_img_02748; CLAR_2013_img_02749; CLAR_2013_img_02750; CLAR_2013_img_02751; CLAR_2013_img_02752; CLAR_2013_img_02753; CLAR_2013_img_02754; CLAR_2013_img_02755

2014.0002.5.1.11 Clark Howell Homes street view. -- circa 1975. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02757

2014.0002.5.1.12 Clark Howell Homes renovation. -- circa 1980. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02758

2014.0002.5.1.13 Clark Howell Homes buildings. -- circa 1990. -- (7 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02759; CLAR_2013_img_02760; CLAR_2013_img_02761; CLAR_2013_img_02762; CLAR_2013_img_02763; CLAR_2013_img_02764; CLAR_2013_img_02765

2014.0002.5.1.14 Clark Howell Homes, exterior. -- circa 1990s

2014.0002.5.1.15 Clark Howell Homes, buildings. -- undated. -- (3 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_00053; CLAR_2013_img_00054; CLAR_2013_img_00055

2014.0002.5.1.16 Clark Howell Homes, community gardens, tenant association's president presenting prizes to contest winners. -- undated. -- (2 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_00056; CLAR_2013_img_00057

2014.0002.5.1.17 Clark Howell Homes, street views. -- undated. -- (2 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_00059; CLAR_2013_img_00060

2014.0002.5.1.18 Clark Howell Homes family outside of unit 373.. -- circa 1947-1948. -- 1 still image (Housed in oversize box with other collections)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_01660

2014.0002.5.1.19 Clark Howell Homes exterior and street views. -- undated. -- (17 still images)

Other Codes
2014.0002.5.1.20 Photographs of Clark Howell Homes historical marker and original plaque. -- undated. -- (2 still images)

Other Codes
CLAR_2014_img_06355; CLAR_2014_img_06356

2014.0002.5.1.21 Clark Howell Homes and Roosevelt House, view from a park. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CLAR_2014_img_06354

2014.0002.5.1.22 Clark Howell Homes, building. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CLAR_2013_img_02766

2014.0002.5.2 Techwood Homes Photographs. -- 1935-2001 and undated

2014.0002.5.2.1 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt touring newly dedicated Techwood Homes. -- 1935. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00411

2014.0002.5.2.2 Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #13-16). -- Apr. 15, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.3 Photographs #1-16: Techwood Homes Construction Progress. -- Mar.-Apr. 1935. -- (16 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.2.4 Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #17-21). -- May 1935

2014.0002.5.2.5 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #22-26). -- May 16, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.6 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #27-32). -- June 1, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.7 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #33-44). -- June 15, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.8 Photographs 17-44: Techwood Homes Construction Progress. -- May-June 1935. -- (28 still images)

Other Codes
2014.0002.5.2.9 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #45-51). -- July 1, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.10 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #52-58). -- July 15, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.11 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #59-65). -- Aug. 1, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.12 Photographs: Techwood Homes Construction Progress Site Plan (indicating locations shown in photographs #66-75). -- Aug. 15, 1935

2014.0002.5.2.13 Photographs 45-75: Techwood Homes Construction Progress. -- Jul-Aug. 1935. -(31 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.2.14 CD of Photographs: Techwood Homes. -- 1935-1995

2014.0002.5.2.15 Techwood Homes community life. -- circa 1940. -- (3 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02519; TECH_2013_img_02520; TECH_2013_img_02521

2014.0002.5.2.16 Photographs of Techwood Homes surrounding neighborhood, street views. -- circa 1940. -- (3 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06988; TECH_2014_img_06989; TECH_2014_img_06990

2014.0002.5.2.17 Photographs of Techwood Homes apartment interior and residents. -- circa 1940

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06993; TECH_2014_img_06994

2014.0002.5.2.18 Techwood Homes community life, street views, and Santa Claus. -- 1940. -- (11 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02505; TECH_2013_img_02506; TECH_2013_img_02507; TECH_2013_img_02508; TECH_2013_img_02509; TECH_2013_img_02510; TECH_2013_img_02511; TECH_2013_img_02512; TECH_2013_img_02513; TECH_2013_img_02514; TECH_2013_img_02515

2014.0002.5.2.19 Techwood Homes football team. -- 1946. -- (2 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02522; TECH_2013_img_02523

2014.0002.5.2.20 Techwood Homes community life. -- 1950s-1960s. -- (8 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02534; TECH_2013_img_02535; TECH_2013_img_02536;
TECH_2013_img_02537; TECH_2013_img_02538; TECH_2013_img_02539;
TECH_2013_img_02540; TECH_2013_img_02541

2014.0002.5.2.21 Slides of Techwood Homes street views. -- 1959-1980. -- (11 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02570; TECH_2013_img_02571; TECH_2013_img_02572;
TECH_2013_img_02573; TECH_2013_img_02574; TECH_2013_img_02575;
TECH_2013_img_02576; TECH_2013_img_02577; TECH_2013_img_02578;
TECH_2013_img_02579; TECH_2013_img_02580

2014.0002.5.2.22 Photographs of Techwood Homes interior and exterior views. -- 1970s. -- (27 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02627; TECH_2013_img_02628; TECH_2013_img_02629;
TECH_2013_img_02630; TECH_2013_img_02631; TECH_2013_img_02632;
TECH_2013_img_02633; TECH_2013_img_02634; TECH_2013_img_02635;
TECH_2013_img_02636; TECH_2013_img_02637; TECH_2013_img_02638;
TECH_2013_img_02639; TECH_2013_img_02640; TECH_2013_img_02641;
TECH_2013_img_02642; TECH_2013_img_02643; TECH_2013_img_02644;
TECH_2013_img_02645; TECH_2013_img_02646; TECH_2013_img_02647;
TECH_2013_img_02648; TECH_2013_img_02649; TECH_2013_img_02650;
TECH_2013_img_02652; TECH_2013_img_02653; TECH_2013_img_02654

2014.0002.5.2.23 Negatives of Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson visiting Techwood Homes. -- 1980-1982. -- (6 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_04663; TECH_2014_img_04664; TECH_2014_img_04665;
TECH_2014_img_04666; TECH_2014_img_04667; TECH_2014_img_04668

2014.0002.5.2.24 Photographs of Techwood Homes: Event in front of the Cupola Building with Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson and AHA Executives and Commissioners in Attendance. -- circa 1980-1982. -- (8 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_07004; TECH_2014_img_07005; TECH_2014_img_07006;
TECH_2014_img_07007; TECH_2014_img_07008; TECH_2014_img_07009;
TECH_2014_img_07010; TECH_2014_img_07011

2014.0002.5.2.25 Photographs: Techwood 50th anniversary. -- 1986 and undated. -- (9 folders)
2014.0002.5.2.26 Photographs: Techwood 50th anniversary Negatives. -- 1986 and undated
2014.0002.5.2.27 Photographs of Techwood Homes buildings and exteriors. -- circa 1990-1994. -- (3 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02700; TECH_2013_img_02701; TECH_2013_img_02702

2014.0002.5.2.28 Slides of Techwood Homes street views. -- early 1990s. -- (3 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02703; TECH_2013_img_02704; TECH_2013_img_02705

2014.0002.5.2.29 Photographs of Techwood Homes, exterior. -- early 1990s
2014.0002.5.2.30 Photographs of Techwood Homes, demolition site. -- 1990s
2014.0002.5.2.31 Slide of Techwood Homes demolition. -- 1995. -- (1 still image)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02772

2014.0002.5.2.32 Photographs of Techwood Homes demolition and Centennial Place groundbreaking. -- 1995-1996. -- (2 images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02773; TECH_2013_img_02774

2014.0002.5.2.33 Photograph of Techwood Homes. -- 2001. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
"Historical architecture from Techwood Homes remaining at Centennial Place."

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02775

2014.0002.5.2.34 Photographs of the Techwood Homes cupola buildings. -- circa 1940s and undated. -- (3 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02680; TECH_2013_img_02681; TECH_2013_img_02682

2014.0002.5.2.35 Techwood Homes, street views. -- undated. -- (34 images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.2.36 Slides of Techwood Homes street views and gardening project. -- undated. -- (40 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.2.37 Photographs of Techwood Homes exterior views and cupola building. -- undated. -- (17 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.2.38 Photograph of Techwood Homes workers. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_07022

2014.0002.5.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Photographs. -- 1940s-1990s and undated

2014.0002.5.3.1 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, community life. -- 1940s. -- (5 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00295; TECH_2013_img_00296; TECH_2013_img_00297; TECH_2013_img_00298; TECH_2013_img_00299

2014.0002.5.3.2 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes families inside apartments. -- 1940s. -- (3 items)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02516; TECH_2013_img_02517; TECH_2013_img_02518

2014.0002.5.3.3 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes street views and community life. -- 1940s. -- (8 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02525; TECH_2013_img_02526; TECH_2013_img_02527; TECH_2013_img_02528; TECH_2013_img_02529; TECH_2013_img_02530; TECH_2013_img_02531; TECH_2013_img_02532

2014.0002.5.3.4 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: aerial view. -- circa 1940s. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06964

2014.0002.5.3.5 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes community life archers. -- circa 1940s-1950s. -- (7 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02524; TECH_2014_img_06995; TECH_2014_img_06996; TECH_2014_img_06997; TECH_2014_img_06998; TECH_2014_img_06999; TECH_2014_img_07000

2014.0002.5.3.6 Photographs of street views and AHA Executive Director Sam Hider touring Techwood-Clark Howell Homes. -- 1950s-1990s. -- (28 still images)

Other Codes
2014.0002.5.3.7 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes aerial view. -- circa 1960. -- (1 still image)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02626

2014.0002.5.3.8 Photographs of aerial views of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes. -- 1960. -- (2 still images) (Housed in oversize box with other collections)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_01657; TECH_2013_img_01658

2014.0002.5.3.9 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes buildings and modernization. -- 1970s. -- (25 still images)
Other Codes

2014.0002.5.3.10 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes exterior. -- Summer 1978. -- (2 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00361; TECH_2013_img_00362

2014.0002.5.3.11 Slides of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes. -- 1982
Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_03380; TECH_2014_img_03381; TECH_2014_img_03382; TECH_2014_img_03383

2014.0002.5.3.12 Photographs: Techwood Homes 50th Anniversary Celebration. -- 1986

2014.0002.5.3.13 Techwood Homes 50 years of Growth, Hope, and Progress album. -- 1986. -- (Housed in oversize box with other collections)

2014.0002.5.3.14 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, playgrounds. -- 1990. -- (4 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02691; TECH_2013_img_02692; TECH_2013_img_02693; TECH_2013_img_02694

2014.0002.5.3.15 Photographs and Negatives of the Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization PATH proposal and memorandum of agreement with the City of Atlanta signing. -- July 1, 1991. -- (25 images)
Scope and Content
In attendance: Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, AHA Board Chair Jane Fortson, AHA Executive Director Delmar L. Corbin, Techwood-Clark Howell Homes Resident Association President Margie Smith.
Other Codes
2014.0002.5.3.16 Photographs and Negatives of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization PATH press conference. -- July 1991. -- (13 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00697; TECH_2013_img_00698; TECH_2013_img_00699; TECH_2013_img_00700; TECH_2013_img_00701; TECH_2013_img_00702; TECH_2013_img_00703; TECH_2013_img_00704; TECH_2013_img_00705; TECH_2013_img_00706; TECH_2013_img_00707; TECH_2013_img_00708; TECH_2013_img_00709

2014.0002.5.3.17 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes demolition ceremony. -- May 12, 1995. -- (75 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.3.18 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization planning meeting. -- Feb. 9, 1995

2014.0002.5.3.19 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization (people standing outside Techwood Homes). -- undated

2014.0002.5.3.20 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization planning, "The Covenant with Techwood" by silvia walker, Techwood-Clark Howell Homes residents and "Typical Block", architectural drawing. -- undated

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02771
2014.0002.5.3.21 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, application office, waiting room. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00294

2014.0002.5.3.22 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, Palmer House and Roosevelt House, aerial views. -- undated. -- (2 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_00300; TECH_2013_img_00301

2014.0002.5.3.23 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes: aerial view. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06965

2014.0002.5.3.24 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, Palmer House, and Roosevelt House: aerial view. -- undated. -- (5 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06966; TECH_2014_img_06967; TECH_2014_img_06968; TECH_2014_img_06969; TECH_2014_img_06970

2014.0002.5.3.25 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes, Girls Club. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
"Tech-CH Girls Club. Lion Country."

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_07001

2014.0002.5.3.26 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes demolition site. -- undated. -- (4 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_07023; TECH_2014_img_07024; TECH_2014_img_07025; TECH_2014_img_07026

2014.0002.5.4 Centennial Place Photographs. -- 1996-2003

2014.0002.5.4.1 Slide of Centennial Place, construction. -- circa 1996. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02777

2014.0002.5.4.2 Slide of Centennial Place aerial view. -- circa 1996. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02778

2014.0002.5.4.3 Photographs of Centennial Place groundbreaking ceremony held at Techwood Homes site. -- Mar. 1, 1996. -- (56 still images)

Other Codes
2014.0002.5.4.4 Slides of Centennial Place exterior. -- 2000. -- (2 still images)
Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02779; CENT_2013_img_02780

2014.0002.5.4.5 Slides of Centennial Place interior. -- 2000. -- (3 still images)
Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02781; CENT_2013_img_02782; CENT_2013_img_02783

2014.0002.5.4.6 Photographs of Centennial Place at night. -- 2000. -- (3 still images)
Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02784; CENT_2013_img_02785; CENT_2013_img_02786

2014.0002.5.4.7 Photographs and Slides of historic preservation of Techwood Homes. -- circa 2000. -- (3 still images)
Other Codes
TECH_2013_img_02787; TECH_2013_img_02788; TECH_2013_img_02789

2014.0002.5.4.8 Photographs of Centennial Place aerial views. -- circa 2000-2001. -- (12 still images)
Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02790; CENT_2013_img_02791; CENT_2013_img_02792; CENT_2013_img_02793; CENT_2013_img_02794; CENT_2013_img_02795; CENT_2013_img_02796; CENT_2013_img_02797; CENT_2013_img_02798; CENT_2013_img_02799; CENT_2013_img_02800; CENT_2013_img_02801

2014.0002.5.4.9 Photographs and Slides of Centennial Place exterior. -- 2001. -- (17 still images)
Other Codes

2014.0002.5.4.10 Photographs and Slides of Centennial Place interior. -- 2001. -- (5 still images)
Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02819; CENT_2013_img_02820; CENT_2013_img_02821; CENT_2013_img_02822; CENT_2013_img_02823

2014.0002.5.4.11 Photographs of Senator Barbara Mikulski visiting Centennial Place Elementary School. -- 2001. -- (15 still images)
Other Codes
2014.0002.5.4.12 Slides of Centennial Place infrastructure, sewer improvements, and new hotel. -- June 2002. -- (4 still images)

Other Codes
aha_2013_img_02839; aha_2013_img_02840; aha_2013_img_02841; aha_2013_img_02842

2014.0002.5.4.13 Slides of New investment around Centennial Place. -- Aug. 2002. -- (4 still images)

Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02843; CENT_2013_img_02844; CENT_2013_img_02845; CENT_2013_img_02846

2014.0002.5.4.14 Centennial Place Arthur M. Blank family youth YMCA. -- 2002. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02847

2014.0002.5.4.15 Slides of Centennial Place exterior. -- May 2003. -- (13 still images)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.4.16 Slide of Centennial Place, signature photograph. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes
CENT_2013_img_02776

2014.0002.5.4.17 Negatives Centennial Place Phase I.. -- 1997

2014.0002.5.14 (Unprocessed) Photographs Not On Shelf


Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_00623; TECH_2014_img_00626


Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_06109; TECH_2014_img_06112; TECH_2014_img_06113; TECH_2014_img_06114; TECH_2014_img_06115; TECH_2014_img_06117; TECH_2014_img_06120

2014.0002.5.14.3 Photographs of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes street views and residents. -- 1985. -- (4 still images)

Other Codes
TECH_2014_img_04921; TECH_2014_img_04922; TECH_2014_img_04923; TECH_2014_img_04927

2014.0002.5.14.4 Photographs of parade held at Techwood-Clark Howell Homes for public housing residents from various communities. -- circa 1985. -- (19 still images)

Other Codes
CARV_2014_img_05104; HARR_2014_img_05105; TECH_2014_img_05106; HARR_2014_img_05107; HARR_2014_img_05108; THOM_2014_img_05109;

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.6 Photograph of Techwood-Clark Howell Homes revitalization proposal prepared by PATH (Maynard Jackson, Atlanta Mayor, Margie Smith, Techwood-Clark Howell Resident Association President in attendance). -- 1991. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
Jane Fortson, board chairperson, Margie Smith, Techwood-Clark Howell Resident Association President and Maynard Jackson, Atlanta Mayor.

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.7 Photograph of Centennial Place Groundbreaking Ceremony (Henry Cisneros, HUD Secretary, Bill Campbell, Atlanta Mayor, Renee Lewis Glover, Executive Director in attendance). -- Mar. 1, 1996. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
Henry Cisneros, HUD Secretary's speech.

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.8 Photograph of Techwood revitalization signage. -- circa 1996. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.9 Senator Barbara Mikulski and Executive Director Renee Lewis Glover visiting Centennial Place. -- 2001. -- (1 still image)

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.10 Photograph of aerial view of Techwood Homes. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
Techwood-Clark Howell aerial photograph.

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.11 Photograph of Clark Howell. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
Portrait.

Other Codes

2014.0002.5.14.12 Photographs of James Roosevelt, Jr., Techwood Homes 50th Anniversary Celebration. -- 1986. -- (3 still images)

Scope and Content
Portrait.

Other Codes
2014.0002.5.14.13 Photograph of Samuel Truett Cathy, Chick-fil-A founder, attending Techwood Homes 50th Anniversary. -- 1986. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
Samuel Truett Cathy was a former resident of Techwood Homes.

Other Codes

2014.0002.6 Artifacts. -- 1986 and undated

2014.0002.6.1 Techwood street sign. -- undated. -- (Housed in oversize box with other collections)

2014.0002.6.2 Techwood Homes 50th Anniversary Celebration, events schedule, poster. -- 1986. -- (Housed in oversize box with other collections)

2014.0002.6.3 Techwood-Clark Howell Homes demolition ceremony commemorative pin. -- May 12, 1995. -- (1 item Housed in oversize box with other collections)

2014.0002.6.4 Centennial Place Elementary School: Preparing the Children to Change the World canvas tote bag. -- undated. -- (Housed with other oversized collections)

2014.0002.7 Audiovisuals. -- 1934-2002 and undated

2014.0002.7.1 Paramount Newsreel of First U.S. Slum Clearance (Techwood Homes, Atlanta). -- 1934. -- Moving image

Scope and Content
Charles F. Palmer, AHA's first Chairman speaks at the conclusion of this Paramount film reel depicting the conditions of Atlanta's early slums.

Other Codes
TECH_2016_av_00003

2014.0002.7.2 Techwood and Clark Howell Homes "On Parade". -- 1940s. -- Moving image

Scope and Content
Techwood Homes.

Other Codes
TECH_2015_av_00002


Scope and Content
AHA TV coverage, lead-based paint, Techwood Homes, local TV stations.

Other Codes
TECH_2015_av_00005

2014.0002.7.4 Techwood Homes Demolition. -- 1995. -- Moving image

Other Codes
TECH_2015_av_00093

2014.0002.7.5 Groundbreaking Ceremony for Centennial Place at Techwood Homes #1. -- 1996. -- Moving image

Other Codes
CENT_2015_av_00085

2014.0002.7.6 Groundbreaking Ceremony for Centennial Place at Techwood Homes #2. -- 1996. -- Moving image

Other Codes
CENT_2015_av_00086
2014.0002.7.7 Renee Lewis Glover on Centennial Place. -- 2002. -- Moving image
Other Codes
CENT_2015_av_00084

2014.0002.7.8 Centennial Place. -- undated. -- Moving image
Other Codes
CENT_2015_av_00013

2014.0002.7.9 Channel 2 - News Coverage - Techwood-Clark Howell Homes and Peppermill. -- undated. -- Moving image
Other Codes
TECH_2015_av_00111

2014.0002.7.10 Channel 11 news coverage Techwood-Clark Howell. -- undated. -- Moving image
Other Codes
TECH_2015_av_00120